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T H E  C H U R C H  A T  L I F E P A R K

SERVING IN HOST MINISTRY
Host Ministry Assistants are an extension of the Host Director.  They

are available to manage the Host Ministry Hub to make sure all
volunteers have what they need and informed with the latest

information.  Their gifted with the ability to exude patience and joy as
they help to ensure that team members are equipped to serve in

each area of their responsibilities.
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“Join together in following my example, brothers and
sisters, and just as you have us as a model, keep your

eyes on those who live as we do.”  Philippians 3:17

GENERAL INFORMATION:
There will be at least one Host Ministry Assistant per
service.  HMAs are also to create cohesion between Host
Ministry teams looking for potential problems & solutions.

Radios and Chromebook will be on the desk for your use.
 

Serve the volunteers on Sunday as they serve the LifePark
family with practical and spiritual care as an extension of the
Host Director.
Intentionally relational with all volunteers and team leaders.
Arrive 45 minutes before service time to make sure you are at
your post 15 minutes before the volunteers are due to arrive.
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Check to ensure enough Welcome packets are available.
Check information desk to see if any pertinent news is
available to pass on to volunteers.
Check Host Ministry notebook to ensure the name tags are
ready for each service to hand out to each volunteer.
Chromebook computer is available to check schedules and
look up volunteer’s times of service for those who inquire. You
will also be able to schedule people to serve on future dates.
Be the extra eyes & ears that can radio the Host Director if
needed at the Host Ministry Hub.
Write down any suggestions or questions posed by volunteers.
Once all the name tags and information are given out,
straighten up the Host Ministry hub, so it’s ready for the next
shift.
Bulletin recycle for ‘10:00 a.m.’ shift to make sure we have
enough for the 11:30 a.m.’ service. When finished recycling,
place bulletins inside credenza ready for next volunteers to
hand out.
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